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SALES JOB - TOP 10 OPPORTUNITIES IN SALES TODAY
1. Retailing: The average worldwide per capita consumption rates have increased manifold, thanks to the demand fueled by major developing economies such
as India and China. Retail and sales are two sides of the same coin and are practically inseparable. A sales person who is a beginner can earn around $7/hr and
can go up to unlimited amounts! 

Be it part of full time, if you’re in sales, you have to be in retailing.

2. Business Development: Businesses across the world seem keen on expanding bases and crossing over to shores. For that, they need good sales executives
who can pitch in with their efforts to develop the business further. It has become so important because of the single fact that no business has remained
enclosed by geographical boundaries today. Free trade is the new concept today.

3. Medical Equipment Sales Job: The global healthcare scene is seeing one of the sharpest growths in the sales industry. Pharmaceutical companies which also
manufacture medical equipments need sales teams and representatives to put forth their product on the equipment market. Though it is 3rd on the list, critics
claim this job to be vying for top honors as well!

4. Money Management Sales Agents: The market meltdown accompanied with the number of global billionaires has resulted in a strange situation where
people are quite conscious and vary about the sources where they might be putting their money into. Money management is a recent sales job which spawns
up posts such as financial service agents amongst others.

5. On-Site Sales Jobs: The sales job requires people to be dynamic and eloquent. It is a sort of extempore for the sales representatives. Traditional sales jobs
are still the on-field jobs. If you’re a good field agent, you can command salaries up to $80,000 per annum!

6. Sales Outsourcing: The amount of work at hand has increased astronomically and many companies which cannot afford to have a sales team at the
moment are turning towards consultancies and firms which provide sales outsourcing. One of the hottest sales jobs today, you can choose to make up to a
cool $75,000!

7. Marketing and Advertisement: Sales is a part of marketing and proper amalgamation of both marketing and advertisement gives the best results. Though
there is no limit to income in the sales advertising field, an individual can earn up to $70,000 and more!

8. Product Promotion: Sales is all about promoting your product! If you’re promoting a new product, you can earn about $50,000 and can go higher if the
product is a well-known one.

9. Sales Manager: The person who sits at the top and manages all is a manager who can work in shifts and can also draw a cool $30,000 per annum!

10. Work from Home: Work from home sales jobs today have practically no limits on the amount of money you can earn. The reason why it being out at the
10th position is because of the fact that people are yet to wake up to the call of the same. Otherwise, taking money into consideration, there is no upper ceiling
of earning!

 


